
 
                

haracteristic of northeastern

Nebraska are the shelter belts that rim the

northern edge of many farm fields. They

offer testimony to the planning, time and

labor, invested some 60 years ago, in an

attempt to slow the wind. For the wind

always blows here, or so it seems to Jack

Todd of Landmark Angus, Brunswick.

"Maybe the wind doesn’t blow more
than in other places? he admits, "but it gets
a better shot at us here.”

This rancher speaks with some awe of
the determination and perseverance
required of the early settlers of Antelope
Country. It had to be discouraging for those
who came to a then  treeless plain hoping to
cultivate the sandy soil so prone to shift
with the ceaseless wind. For a long time the
laud resisted man’s struggle to tame it.

"Most would have called this  poor
country,” says Jack, "It is harsh enough, I
guess. We get about 22 inches of rain a year
and the soil is pretty sandy. The tree belts
planted in the 1930s helped stop the erosion
and operators learned to strip-farm
alternating strips of rye and  vetch with
corn."

Farmers were diversified, varying crops
in rotation and keeping a variety of
livestock Then, development of
commercial fertilizers and eventual tapping
of plentiful underground aquifers through
central-pivot irrigation brought changes to
the area’s farms.

“It turned into pretty good country,"
Jack says. "Though it seems like the
neighbors always report better yields than
we get, 140 to 160 bushel-per-acre corn is
common. We’re seeing more and more
soybeans  grown here, too.  Corn and beans
are the main crops. It used to be that almost
everyone had some livestock; cattle,  hogs or

Where the Todd Family both.  Now there’s more specialization. A lot
vf farms around here are devoted
exclusively to row crops."
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